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Al OTU CC/Agitatjon- P rotesV2023-002 Date: 15.06.2023

To,
The ED - Chief ER,
DDU Bhawan, ONGC New Delhi

Sub: Regarding deferment of AIOTUGC's agitation / protest program against the
inordinate delay in interacting with the EC on various organizational development
issues.

Respected Sir,

At the outset, I on behalf of all the General Secretaries of Recognized Unions, would like to
extend our sincere thanks for your response to our notice of agitation. You are aware of
AIOTUCC's unwavering commitment towards "ORGANIZATION FIRST INDIVIDUAL
LATER". For us, holistic growth and development of our organisation has always been of
paramount importance.

As we have already informed, AIOTUCC is deeply concerned over the unprecedented
challenges our organisation is currently experiencing while managing its E&P business on
a number of fronts. On that note, we have long requested for a meeting with our esteemed
EC to get insight and roadmap of our Management and also to put fonruard our ideas and
feedback for the groMh and development of our organisation. We have always believed
that an interactive session with EC would be an excellent opportunity for both the unions
and management to exchange ideas, share our perspectives, and work collaboratively
towards achieving our common goals.

In light of your assurance (vide email dated 14.06.2023) to hold a discussion on the
issues outlined in our notice of agitation, we would like to inform you that we are
deferri4g our agitation programme for now. We are hopeful that, you would
schedule a meeting at the earliest with our esteemed EC to discuss on the crucial
organisational issues as outlined in our earlier notice of agitation.

with Best n"fir)V
/J ^.,^M/ffi.

(SANJEEB BORUAH)
Chief Coordinator, AIOTUCC

Copy for information and necessary action pl.

1. DGM (HR), l/C Corporate lR, Tel Bhawan, DDN.
2. DGM (HR), EA to Chief ER, DDU Bhawan, ONGC New Delhi.
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